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‘That all people with a disability have a life of possibility and opportunity

From the Acting Principal Desk
This is my first newsletter as Acting Principal and what an honour and
privilege it is to lead Biala’s School team. My goal between now and the
appointment of the Head of Education, is to provide a positive approach to
the future growth and development of the school, its culture, and the
wellbeing of students and staff.
I am enjoying the challenges of being in this leadership position and I feel
fortunate to work with such a dedicated team of teachers and aides, and a
supportive management team. I am confident that I will continue to offer
my best style of leadership by being approachable, compassionate and a
good listener. I would like to thank Biala’s CEO, Lisa Smith, for offering me
this opportunity and the staff at the school for their continued support.
I continue to teach in the Blue Room in the Highschool, and I am on the
ground, engaging with all students and staff across the whole school. This
gives me the benefit of being a hands-on teacher whilst building positive
relationships with all students and having oversight into their learning. I am
happy to see students settled and engaged in their environment, staying
safe, trying their best and being kind. Each week, during our whole school
assembly, the staff acknowledge all students displaying our core values.
Next term, staff will come together to reintroduce our school’s Positive
Behaviour for Learning initiative. Our Positive Pelican Award was introduced
a few years’ ago and is a special award for students who consistently role
model positive behaviour at school and during community access. The
students work toward a common goal and learn to respect the core values
of Biala Special School: BE KIND, TRY YOUR BEST and STAY SAFE.
Term 4 is a big term and we have already started to plan our sport and leisure
program as we are hopeful to gain greater access to the community for our
students. Also, we are getting excited about our end of year concert. 2020
is something quite exceptional, particularly with Covid-19 changing our lives.
The way in which we have all managed to stay safe and calm is to be
commended.
Wishing you a safe break, I will look forward to communicating and
meeting with you all in Term 4.
Michelle Strnatka-Williams Acting Principal

Diary Dates
Students return for Term 4
WEDNESDAY 14TH OCTOBER 2020
Last Day of Term 4
WEDNESDAY 16TH DECEMBER 2020
SAVE THE DATE
End of Year Celebration
Thursday 10th DECEMBER 2020
1pm onwards to celebrate our 2020
school year with a cultural theme to
be showcased by our students.

A note from Biala’s CEO
I’ve enjoyed getting to know many of you and indeed
your wonderful children that you place in our care;
they bring such joy!
This year has presented many new challenges
including COVID-19 and leadership changes at the
school. I’m so proud of the way your children have
adapted and welcomed me into the school
environment.
We continue to recruit for the Head of Education role
and I will take my time to find the right fit for Biala.
It’s a unique and special place worthy of the right
person.
Thank you all for your tremendous support and
understanding. Our communication will improve in
Term 4 and I welcome you to reach out to me at any
time. Take care and enjoy the beautiful spring
weather with your children.
Regards, Lisa
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Blue Room News
This term has been very productive, and all students have settled
into a good routine. The class has been learning about many
different people from around the globe, including studying
inspirational world leaders during lessons in comprehension and
whole class discussions. The students have been given
opportunities to use their technology skills in varied ways this
term, suitable to their needs and abilities. Online learning has
given students greater independence to choose the way in which
they can and want to learn in all areas of the curriculum with a
strong focus on Literacy and Mathematics.
All students are allocated a certain time of the day to access their
class laptop and open an educational program to work at their
own pace and with assistance where required. This way, students
are taking more ownership of their own learning.
The students are learning to respect each other’s learning time
and space. They work together as a whole class on areas in
PDHPE such as social skills and start each day with a morning
fitness program. Behind the News (BTN) is a fun and accessible
ABC program that engages the whole class as they learn about
the latest world news facts.
Students have also explored new and innovative programs in
music creation, artistic graffiti, fun and interesting science
experiments. And as part of our Life Skills program, students
have been walking to Coles to shop for our cooking lessons. They
integrate their learning in the community by using money
problem solving skills.
Sport at the BISC the students have been enjoying the space to
play basketball and other ball games as well as learning new
games such as pickle ball. This game is a paddleball sport that
combines elements of tennis, badminton, and table tennis. It is a
great hand-eye coordination sport.
I am very fortunate to be a teacher in the High School, to be a
part of the growth and development of teenage years, where I
see the maturity that unfolds as the young boys suddenly
become young men. The relationship between a student and
teacher is special and it is most rewarding when the hard work
as a teacher pays off! I witness the individual achievements that
take place and it makes me happy to see the students smile and
shine when they have success, no matter how big or small.
Michelle Strnatka-Williams and Janiece
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The Yellow Room
We welcome back Katrina Cleary as the new Yellow Room
teacher.
What a great start to the term with a settled and happy group of
students and classmates. We have seen such improvements in
kindness and friendship towards each other. We have been
working hard at building rapport and communication skills
amongst the students and entering back into the community on
the school bus has been a great way to build this trust and
friendship.
This term, the Yellow Room is focusing on personal hygiene,
personal space and making healthy choices. We have been doing
a lot of hand washing, cooking and food preparation. Our literacy
and numeracy lessons focus on functional life skills and
incorporate music, song and creative art forms. We have been
participating in a daily morning fitness routine with the Blue
Room students.
Katrina, Jo and Annalise.
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The Green Room
This term, Green Room students have been working diligently on
their independence at completing set tasks using the 1 to 4 desk
work system.

Hello from the Purple Room
What a fun filled term 3 we have had! So many experiences to
extend our learning every day. Cooking in the kitchen every
Thursday, with lots of variety.

Our Unit of Work and Creative Arts program has seen us exploring
the planets and our galaxy which will be followed by investigation
of natural disasters and creating a diorama of traditional Aboriginal
campsite. In Drama, we have been following warm up games and
using our imaginations in using our dress-ups to create characters
to express emotions. This ties in nicely with using our Zone of
Regulations and modelling of different emotions.

We have worked so hard on Literacy and Numeracy, building on
all fundamental areas including number recognition, writing,
reading and activities, bingo and interactive games.

The class has also resumed our weekly excursion on the bus. So far
our bus driver, Janiece has driven us to Lennox Head, looked at the
new subdivisions and how that has changed our natural
environment, taken a trip on the Ballina Ferry and seeing how the
ferry benefits our community.

For health we are exploring factors that influence our health,
safety and well-being. Making our own cut-outs of healthy lunch
boxes, gaining knowledge of medicines, what they look like and
how we need to recognise them to keep safe.

A notable achievement is the increasing frequency of social
interactions amongst the students with developing awareness and
acknowledgement their peers’ presences and attempts at
responding verbally to their peers. Go Green Room!!!
Chiou and Ellie

We always look forward to Wednesdays because that is when we
go out for community access on the bus. We visit lovely places
like a park and get exercise before we share a light, healthy snack
before returning to school. We go over the ferry and love how it
works while we get to sit and watch everything happening around
us.

We have a range of puzzles that we enjoy either on our own or
together as a group, asking for help when needed and other
times battling it out and completing them successfully.

Role plays are a big part in our week and this term we made a
shop that became our favourite place to play in with each of us
playing our role, shop keeper, customer etc.
In science we are extending our knowledge of Space, Earth,
Planets and some of the boys have shared that they would like to
be an astronaut when they are older. We have made some flying
rockets and experiments on sinking and floating objects.
Augustus Blatchford became a new member of the Purple room
this term and the students have made him feel welcome.
I am extremely proud of how well all the students are developing
in all areas, making friendships, helping each other, using their
manners and trying their best.
Shelly, Gabby, Justin and Tommy
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During the term at Biala Special School we have continued to participate in the Live Life Well School initiative
by participating in our daily crunch n sip.

Sun safe at school
It is important to take action to protect ourselves
such as: wearing sun safe hats, clothing and
sunglasses, seeking shade during peak UVR times
during the school day and wearing SPF 30+ (or
higher) sunscreen.

APPRECIATIONS
We would like to share our appreciation and thanks to Ballina RSL Club Ltd for
their generous donation, which will enable us to purchase educational
resources.
We would like to extend our gratitude to the Lord’s Taverners’ Lismore,
especially Committee member John McCaffery and President Bruce Ward.
Lord’s Taverners Australia is a not-for-profit organisation and their mission is to
give young, disadvantaged children a sporting chance. They certainly help Biala
students believe and succeed!
Thank you to our local community who continue to donate so we can purchase
much needed resources for the students at Biala.
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